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ABSTRACT 

The relatively high organic sulfur content of most Illinois Basin coals precludes the 
production of compliance coals from them. However, a number of these coals contain 
low organic sulfur and easy-to-liberate pyritic sulfur thus making them potential 
candidates for producing compliance fuels with appropriate processing. Currently, these 
coals are combined with other coals before cleaning. The objective of this project is to 
test whether compliance coals can be produced from selected Illinois Basin coals. The 
project methodology consists of crushing the run-of-mine coal to topsizes of 3", 3/4", and 
1/8" and conducting washability studies to determine the optimal top size to which a 
particular coal must be crushed to achieve significant liberation. This is followed by low
gravity separation of the coarse (+28 mesh) fraction into two products: a compliance coal 
and a middlings fraction. The middlings fraction and the minus 28-mesh natural raw coal 
fines are further comminuted to minus 200 mesh to liberate the ash and pyritic sulfur and 
processed in an advanced flotation device (packed column cell) to obtain another 
compliance product. The composite product is then evaluated as a compliance coal 
product. 

An Illinois preparation plant treating raw coal and producing a middlings fraction was 
identified jointly with ISGS, and samples of the plant feed coal and middlings were 
collected. Liberation studies were conducted to determine the nominal top size to which 
the raw coal must be crushed and the specific gravity of separation for producing coarse 
compliance coal. The comminuted middlings and natural fines (minus 28 mesh) were 
cleaned separately in a packed column. The composite product thus generated had an S02 
emission level of 1.52 IbiMBtu, which is higher than the compliance limit. However, the 
comminuted plant middlings processed in the packed column yielded a compliance 
product at an acceptably high yield. While this established the feasibility of the project 
methodology, it also indicated that the plant feed coal and plant middlings did not have 
identical liberation characteristics. In order to arrive at unequivocal conclusions and 
achieve the project goal, a second plant feed coal sample was collected and tested. These 
results showed that both clean coal products recovered from (i) gravity separation of the 
+28 mesh coal and (ii) processing of the comminuted plant middlings and minus 28-mesh 
fines met compliance requirements. These results confirm the project methodology at the 
laboratory scale. Further, the compliance product from the second coal sample can be 
blended with a noncompliance coal with positive results. 




























































